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1960’s Sixtieth Reunion
Going back . .
Going back . .
We’ll clear the
Going back to Nassau Hall.

to the best old place of all.
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track as we go back,

SAVE THE DATE:
MAY 28 to MAY 31, 2020
Come back to “the best old place of all” Join your fellow classmates for a weekend of comradeship,
entertainment and informative lectures--including one on the options for senior living. Our Reunion
headquarters will be on the upper campus between Holder/Hamilton and Campbell/Joline.

LAST BIG ONE
The next major Reunion after this one will be our last independent Reunion and is expected to see
significantly fewer classmates attending. This is “the last big one.”

TRANSPORTATION
The Campus has grown larger since we graduated, Reunion attendance and parking challenges have
increased while mobility and getting around have become an issue for some classmates. We have asked
former Class President, Terry Mecray to work with the University on these issues. Fortunately, efforts
have been made to improve transportation around campus including using Rovers--golf cart taxis that
rove the campus to provide on-the-spot transportation. Terry welcomes any constructive suggestions
(pmecray@gmail.com or 610-527-9333).

HOUSING
Gordy Silcox, our excellent Housing Chairman, has already arranged for blocks of rooms at several hotels
within 4 miles of the campus. Details on these and other popular area hotels are available on the reverse
side or the class website. All hotels listed will be serviced by regular scheduled Reunions Tiger Transit
shuttles. Rooms in the Princeton area are selling out fast. You will have to make reservations yourself.
We also estimate we will have 35 beds on Campus. Dorm beds can be reserved, first-come-first-served,
by contacting Gordy at gsilcox@wordsonpurpose.com or 703 568-0481.

COMMUNICATION AND THE REUNION WEBSITE
More information will be available on our Class website, http://princeton1960.org/. Our website and email will be our primary communication with you. So please make sure that your e-mail address is
current. If you don’t have e-mail, check the Class website periodically. Included on the website will be
information and links to things happening in Philadelphia, New York City and New Jersey around the
time of our Reunion.
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